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/The period covered by thlvststatus report runs from June 15, 1973
 
through June 14, 1974. During this period, progress was made in two
 
areas. First, a preliminary analysis of Jetstar ride-comfort data
 
was completed. This included a study of human reaction to a two-axis
 
motion environment produced by the GPAS system and the gathering of
 
baseline data for ground-based simulator validation. In addition, a
 
preliminary screening of bank angle effects was obtained. 1 These
 
results have been put into report form and submitted tothe technical
 
monitor for his conments. These reports are as follows:
 
* 	 "Effect of Motion Frequency Spectrum on Subjective
 
Comfort Response," Memorandum Report 403901;
 
* 	 "Flight Simulator Experiments to Determine Human
 
Reaction to Aircraft Motion Environments," Memorandum
 
Report 403902.
 
The second area inwhich progress was made is in the design and
 
analysis of a ride-smoothing system for the Jetstar aircraft',Mr.
 
Mars Lapins, a Ph.D. graduate student at the University of Virginia,
 
has been in residence at the Flight Research Center since December 1,
 
1973. Here he has used the Center's facilities (computer, simulator,
 
and Jetstar aircraft) to accomplish the design, analysis, and implementa­
tion of the ride-smoothing system. A status report of his work was
 
presented in a briefing at the Flight Research Center on May 2, 1974.
 
In addition to the above, a briefing of the status of the entire
 
program was given to Mr. Ray Whitten at NASA Headquarters on May 9, 1974.
 
Copies of the slides used in that briefing are attached.
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PSYCHOPHYSICAL/BIODYNAMIC COMFORT MODEL
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where i = 1 to 6 refers to V, T, L, R, P, Y (Vertical, Transverse, Longitudinal, Roll, Pitch, Yaw) 
a. 
Si = -	 6i = rms displacement (weighted) v. = rms velocity'(weighted)
ref.
 
a. = rms acceleration
 
aref' 6ref, Vre f - reference acceleration, displacement, velocity
 
CO, C1, C2, bi, d. - weighting constants
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W(f) = 	 body sensitivity weighting function
 
= power spectra for displacement, velocity
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